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Photobooks

Becher, Hilla. Water Towers. DHT 301.


Golden, Thelma. Lorna Simpson. DHT 9260.

Leonard, Zoe. You See I am Here After All. DHT 13273.

Piller, Peter. Archiv Peter Piller: Kraft. DHT 13277.

Archiv Peter Piller. Zeitung. DHT 11781

Rickard, Doug. A New American Picture. DHT 13380.

Ruff, Thomas. Oberflächen, Tiefen = Surfaces, Depths. DHT 12405.

Ruscha, Edward. Some Los Angeles Apartments. DHT 2897.

The Sunset Strip. DHT 2893.
Thirtyfour parking lots in Los Angeles. DHT 2899.

Twentysix Gasoline Stations. DHT 2900.

Sander, August. Antlitz der Zeit. DHT 2927.


Photographs

Box 15, Wolff Collection. [New Haven Gas and Light].

Box 36, Wolff Collection. [New Haven Gas and Light].

Box 43, Wolff Collection.

“Audrey Freeman Clark Archive African American Stamford Family” Wolff Collection.

“Foreign Stereo & Cabinet 5”. Wolff Collection.

“Fox Talbot” Wolff Collection.

“Irma and Margaret Korosi Stamford Family Archive 1”. Wolff Collection.

“Japan” Photo Album. Wolff Collection.

“Italy” Photo Album. Wolff Collection.

“U.S. Cabinets & Postcards CDVs / Stereos 6”. Wolff Collection.